How to tuck for drag diagram

Last Updated: February 18, References Approved. This article was co-authored by our trained
team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There
are 17 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article
has been viewed 2,, times. Learn more Handle your body parts gently, take steps to prevent
irritations and infection, and use medical tape instead of duct tape. Since taping regularly can
cause skin irritation, you may want to try out alternatives, such as tight-fitting underwear,
shapewear, or specialty garments. Safety precaution: Prolonged tucking increases the risk of
complications. Avoid tucking for longer than 8 hours at a time, and keep your genitals untucked
for extended periods every day, such as while you sleep. If you need help paying for garments,
your local trans health resource center may offer financial assistance. To tuck and tape, start by
shaving the scrotum and surrounding area so the tape doesn't pull the hair out. Next, slide the
testes and scrotum carefully between your legs toward your buttocks. If possible, place them
between or under your buttocks to obscure them. Then, place gauze or toilet paper over the
head of the penis, tug it down and back toward the space between your buttocks, and cover
your tucked genitals with 2 to 3 layers of medical tape to hold them in place. For tips on
removing tape painlessly, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like
you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login
does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using
our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article
Summary. Method 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities without
the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Exercise caution and tuck carefully to avoid injury.
Tucking can lead to a variety of issues, including pain, skin irritation, damage to the genitals,
urinary trauma, and infection. Shave your pubic hair if you plan on using tape. Use a good razor
and shaving cream or gel to shave the scrotum and surrounding area. Shave at least 1 or 2 days
prior to tucking and taping. Do not tape freshly shaved skin. If necessary, carefully pre-trim
pubic hair with an electric trimmer. Slide the testes between your legs for the easiest method.
Carefully pull the testes and scrotum between your legs toward your buttocks. Later, you can
hold them in place by tugging the penis between your legs and securing the area with tape or
tight underwear. To obscure them more thoroughly, some people prefer to tuck the testes up
into the pelvic floor. Lift the testes into the inguinal canals to obscure them completely. For the
flattest appearance, lie on your back and, using 2 or 3 fingers, gently shift the testes upward
and into each socket. Guide them slowly, do not use hard pressure, and stop tucking if you
experience pain. The testes naturally ascend toward the inguinal canals when they're exposed
to cold temperatures. Note that tucking the testes into the inguinal canals for prolonged periods
can raise their temperature, which may lead to fertility issues. Cover the tip of the penis with
gauze or toilet paper before tucking it. Hold the tucked testes in place as you wrap gauze, toilet
paper, or a piece of paper towel over the head of the penis. Be sure to cover the opening of the
urethra, or the hole that releases urine. Covering the tip of the penis helps prevent germs from
entering the opening of the urethra. Pull the scrotum and penis between your legs gently.
Continue to hold the testes in place with 1 hand. Carefully tug the penis down and back toward
the space between your buttocks. Pull it snugly, but take care not to hurt yourself. If you
experience numbness, throbbing, and discoloration, you may have cut off circulation and
should untuck your genitals. Cover your tucked genitals with 2 to 3 layers of medical tape. Hold
your tucked genitals in place with 1 hand, then apply strips of medical tape over your pelvic
floor and the shaft of the penis. Other types of tape can damage your skin. Make sure the area is
dry before you start tucking so the medical tape adheres. If you sweat during the process, pat
the area dry with a towel. Pass the tape around your hips or up your lower spine. Keep holding
the tucked area after covering it with strips of medical tape to ensure everything stays in place.
Run it around the underside of your left buttock to your left hip, then pass another strip of tape
on the right side to your right hip. Make sure everything stays in place, then promptly put on
underwear or a gaff. You may find it helpful to put on your undergarments and keep them
around your knees or shins while you tuck and tape. Soak the area in warm water and peel the
tape gently when you untuck. When the time comes to untuck, take a shower or bath, or soak
the area with a wet washcloth. Once the tape is wet, peel it off carefully and slowly to avoid
hurting your skin. Then wash the area well, as dampness that collects beneath the tape
promotes germs and odor. Method 2 of Experiment with tight-fitting underwear or shapewear.
For best results, choose garments made of elastic material instead of cotton. You could also try
wearing 2 pairs of underwear, wear tight pantyhose over underwear, or hold everything in place

with a compression undergarment. It's possible to position and tape your body parts in a way
that allows you to use the restroom. However, when it comes to going to the bathroom, wearing
undergarments is more convenient than taping. Try wearing a gaff. You can purchase gaffs, or
panties made especially for tucking, online and specialty stores. Additionally, they tend to be a
lot more expensive than regular underwear. Invest in a garment specially designed for
gender-diverse individuals. Specialty products are available online that hold the tuck more
comfortably than gaffs. Additionally, some garments are designed to mimic the appearance of a
vulva. It can be initially uncomfortable but no it doesn't hurt when done correctly. Not Helpful 37
Helpful It varies from state to state. The majority of places allow trans people to use the
bathroom of their current gender. Not Helpful 33 Helpful Definitely cilantro. You probably
shouldn't, as this can cause problems. Try something else, such as wearing cute pajamas to
relieve dysphoria instead. Not Helpful 24 Helpful Treppan Flats. In that case, you might be able
to just tuck the testicles and wear a gaff. You wouldn't have to pull the penis back at all. Not
Helpful 14 Helpful There are no relevant physiological differences between trans women and cis
men that would make tucking impossible for cis men. Not Helpful 30 Helpful Look online for
actor binding contraptions. It binds the penis to the inside of the thigh. Not only does it station
it inconspiciously, but it hides erections. If that is not do-able, you can apply Vaseline to your
penis and anal opening to reduce friction. Not Helpful 32 Helpful That is not advisable because
you will probably just make a mess. As already stated, it is a good idea to learn how to tuck
without tape. It does not take long to learn how to do it properly and easily. After tucking, can
one pee like a girl while sitting on the toilet? It seems like having to re-do this time one has to
tinkle would get tedious and time consuming. No, and if you used tape it would be difficult. You
will need to use the ladies restroom if you're dressed so the best way is to learn to tuck without
tape. Sit to use the toilet; it's quieter and re-tuck when you've finished. Don't forget to wash
your hands ladies do. Not Helpful 68 Helpful Not Helpful 31 Helpful Not Helpful 13 Helpful
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Helpful 0 Not
Helpful 0. Tuck only when the penis is flaccid. Do your best to control your arousal levels to
avoid getting an erection. If you have access to gender-affirming healthcare, consider hormone
therapy to reduce the size of your genitalia. Consult a gender-affirming healthcare provider if
you experience pain or any other concerning symptoms related to tucking. Helpful 18 Not
Helpful 3. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 8. About This Article.
Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: February 18, Categories: Gender Expression. Article
Summary X To tuck and tape, start by shaving the scrotum and surrounding area so the tape
doesn't pull the hair out. In other languages Deutsch: Unterstecken und tapen. Italiano:
Nascondere i Genitali Maschili. Bahasa Indonesia: Menyelipkan dan Menyelotip Kemaluan.
Nederlands: Je geslachtsdeel verstoppen of intapen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page
that has been read 2,, times. Then I read wikiHow's article and I learned about the inguinal gland
and how to wrap the scrotum around the penis so the testes don't fall back into the scrotum.
Now I can sit without bad pain. Thank you, wikiHow! Anonymous Aug 7, I have improvised the
method, basically just roll the sides down until it looks like a homemade gaff. Step in and tuck it
in to the "net" and roll the shapewear back up. Lee Gates Nov 17, I wish I had something like
this back when I first started cross-dressing. But better late than never, as they say.
Anonymous Jul 24, I've been doing the tuck with panties for about ten years now, it's just so
much easier and faster than taping. I think it feels more sexy in clothing than anything I have
tried before. Anonymous Oct 20, After seeing the video, it does hurt a little at first, but then it's
OK. Thanks from a first-timer. Anonymous Jul 31, More pictures would have been great e.
Anonymous Dec 25, And some mineral oil helps remove the tape residue also. Anonymous Apr
10, Anonymous Dec 18, Bhaeravee Shree Jun 15, Anonymous Nov 9, Anonymous Sep 5,
Anonymous Nov 20, Anonymous Aug 28, Anonymous Sep 23, Anonymous Aug 21, Anonymous
Jun 28, Bob Mar 8, Anonymous Aug 12, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Krystal Thomas Oct 30, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Want to make amazing homemade jewelry? Start today! Take the Course. X
Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Our Tuck Kit with T-Tape provides a
comfortable, flat, gender-affirming tuck that you can wear undetectably under anything. This is
a game changer. A simple, easy way, pain-free way to tuck for trans women, gender fluid,
gender queer, non-binary, and drag performers. Quick Tips. Take your time. It may take practice
to get the fit just right. Review the card that comes in the box. It'll come in handy! To get the
best fit, you'll want to give some thought as to where on the front of your body you start when
applying the T-Tape. Starting lower is better. Lower application in the front of the body will give

you more material to work with as you pull it all back for a better fit that stays in place. Starting
lower also ensures there is enough width in the front to hold a tuck in place. T-Tape measures
It's a one-size solution designed for comfort. Carefully peel away a small section of the wide
end of the T-tape. The section you expose should be about two fingers in width. Keep the rest of
the T-tape backing on. If you peel the entire backing, it will be more difficult to apply. Apply to
your upper pubic area the mons which is just about 1 inch 2. Position the included sterile cotton
pad lengthwise as you peel slightly more of the paper backing. The pad should cover your
scepter, protecting it from making contact with the tape adhesive. The end of the pad should
line up with the base of your scepter. Pull down the exposed section of T-Tape, joining it with
the pad. Let the remaining paper backing hang down. Don't remove the rest of the paper just yet
We know it's tempting. Time to push the scepter back, and the gemini twins back up inside of
something called the inguinal canal. This is where they were before they "dropped" in puberty.
With your index fingers, locate the twins and begin pushing them toward your backside. The
next step takes practice: gently push them back and up, curling your fingers inward toward you
as you do. This is called the Japanese tucking method. Lifting the twins into the inguinal canals
using this method will hide them completely and is recommended for the flattest appearance.
Remember to gently shift them upward and into each socket. Guide them slowly. Do not use
hard pressure, and stop tucking if you experience pain. The very first time you try this, it can
help to t ake a cool bath or shower before to make the process easier. The twins naturally
ascend toward the inguinal canals when they're exposed to cold temperatures. When the
process is complete, your scepter will be back and under your perineum and the twins will be in
their canal, inside your lower abdomen. Hold everything in place by applying pressure with your
thumbs as shown. Note: If you're having trouble with this technique, it may help despite all this
talk about cold to first take a warm bath, allowing the twins to drop away from your body. Use
this time to explore the area, pushing inward in the empty space with your fingers. This will give
you an idea of the interior topology, if you will, that you have there. Remember: not all trans
bodies are the same, so if you have difficulty with this method, feel free to tuck in a way that
works for you! Many of our our customers say they're able to get a great tuck, even without
using the Japanese method. Move into a squat, and reach your dominant hand down behind
your backside, under your body. Grab the small end of the tape, and then pull straight back,
stretching it up slightly and behind your back. Stretch the tape back up and over your backside,
removing the last of the paper backing as you do. Apply the T-Tape flat along the edges of your
buttocks no wedgies! Looking for that crease in the center? This isn't photoshop: you can get
these results. Here's how This takes some time to master, so be patient with yourself. We're
with you every step of the way! Email or chat with us at hello unclockable. You've got this.
We're with you every step of the way. That's our promise. Let's get you some answers. Quick
Tips This shouldn't hurt. Tucking can be uncomfortable at first. If you're in pain, something's
up. Talk to your doctor if you have circulatory or skin related conditions, and never tuck with
damaged or bruised skin Sensitive skin? We recommend testing on a small area before full
application Shaving: Y ou don't need to be bald down there to use T-Tape, but you do need to
trim. Product is water-resistant for up to 4 hours once applied Bathroom Breaks: We all do it. To
use the restroom, simply remove the back portion of T-Tape, peeling down and forward, while
being careful to hold it flat. Most find that they can peel and re-apply the back at least once
before changing the T-Tape strip entirely. Removal: Always remove in two passes, peeling first
from the front, and then from the back Post-tuck care: Depending on duration of wear,
temperature, and relative humidity, T-Tape may leave skin feeling a little sticky. Although our
adhesive is designed for skin, this still may occur. Not to worry: you can gently lift away any
stickiness by using a washcloth with a dab of baby oil or mineral oil Take your time. The
Crease: Looking to create that subtle crease down the center of the tuck? It takes practice. Step
by step tucking guide. First: Let's talk fit. Peel a little. Apply a little. Add the pad. Join pad and
tape. Going up! Pull it back. You did it! One more thing The best way to get the crease as shown
is through a combination of two techniques:. Ready to give us a try? Still have questions?
Shopping Cart. Thousands of chicks with dicks live in the United States. I know because I'm one
of them. You ask us for tampons in the women's bathroom, and at the gym, you lust after us as
we sprint on the treadmill. We are your best friend, your client, and the girl you swiped right on
Tinder ten minutes ago. We are everywhere. The idea that genitalia equal gender is inaccurate.
According to a National Center for Transgender Equality report published in , two out of three
trans women haven't had sex reassignment surgery. Many trans girls obsessively curate their
aesthetic to erase the fact that they once lived as men. Though transitioning is a form of
self-expression and acceptance, the anxiety to pass as a cisgender woman is partly produced
by the general public's lack of understanding about trans issues. Sex altering rituals range from
expensive surgical procedures to superficial tricks like tucking your dick between your legs.

Tucking is cheap and simple--and it's a way to protect you from violent bigots who refuse to
believe penises don't define gender. Many people tuck as a safety measure; most of us don't
pass flawlessly as cisgender, and its often dangerous to be perceived as trans. For trans
women who feel turmoil about their bodies, tucking can also a stopgap until they can afford to
fly to Thailand for surgery. It would be nice if genitalia could extend and retract like a collapsible
light saber, but until technology changes, the age-old practice of tucking will work. Countless
other women love their dicks and tuck primarily for a streamlined aesthetic. Tucking can feel
liberating--as if you have a say over your body and how it is perceived for the first time. People
learn the skill from a variety of sources. For generations, older queer mothers have taught
young trans kids how to properly tuck their dicks, and today, transgender message boards and
YouTube tutorials make tucking knowledge accessible to everyone. I learned the hard way how
to tuck properly. I once mummified my dick with bandage tape because a drag queen
recommended the practice in an instructional video. After several painful experiences and
dutiful research, I learned proper form. My knowledge is compiled here so that no woman has to
go through what I did in order to tuck her dick. The testicles descend into the scrotum from two
little chutes called the inguinal canal. Though the balls spend most of their time in the sack,
they commonly slip back inside the body during sex, and you can also easily push them in the
canal whenever you desire. This phenomenon is really useful when you tuck your dick. Simply
press your testicles upward and inward and voila! They vanish. Tucking may feel uncomfortable
the first few times, but eventually the practice will become second nature. Many men feel
anxious to see their testes disappear, but tucking is another mundane part of daily life for trans
women. Placing the testicles back into the inguinal canal reduces the genitals by a third, so
there's a lot less material that could make a dent in your tight jeans. Talk about a girl's best
friend. Once you hide the balls, you need to tuck the rest of the penis. Reach around and tug
your dick from behind to put it in between your ass cheeks. Once the cock and balls are in
position, you must squeeze them between your legs to prevent them from coming undone. The
ease or difficulty you'll experience tucking depends on a variety of factors, but unless you're
hung like an elk, you can achieve the majority of looks with little effort. If your parents declined
doctors' wishes to circumcise you, their countercultural child-raising decision will be
advantageous during your life as a woman. If you choose to have your penis surgically
transformed into a vagina, the extra skin will make a sturdy pair of lips. Until then, your flappy
turtleneck provides something for your ass cheeks to hold. You should pull your foreskin like a
drawstring to tuck everything into place. The degree of tightness to which you tuck depends in
part upon the style of clothing you're wearing, but whenever you tuck, it's important to tuck
gently. Sometimes, you'll be so determined to avoid a bulge that you may disregard normal
concern for physical discomfort. Its all too tempting to pull that sucker back forcefully between
your legs to ensure its disappearance, but if you plan to be out for more than half an hour, a
tight tuck could cause problems. Eventually, you'll feel the half numb, half needle-stinging
sensation of a dick that has been cut off from its blood supply. The flat space between the
thighs might look good, but if it's at all uncomfortable it won't take long to become a blistering
mess. Imagine how Goldilocks might tuck: not too loose, not too tight. If it does become painful,
undo the tuck immediately. Whether you're just stepping out the door or halfway down the
street, address the issue before it gets worse. I can't count how many times I've plunged my
hand down my pants to undo a killer tuck. If you act with confidence, people won't notice. You
can do origami down there but no one will bat a lash if you keep your chin up. You can learn
proper tucking technique online, but without the right equipment, you will fail to complete the
job. Many women wear a pair or two of very tight panties, but some people opt for specialty
items like "gaffs. Put them on like any other pair of underwear and then just pull those panties
up until they're hugging the pelvis, creating a smooth groin. Gaffs origin story remains
muddled. According to trans lore , Dance Belts, the extremely tight undergarments worn by
male ballet dancers, inspired gaffs. For those in the cross-dressing community, it is an erotic
experience to make the body look female, but for trans women the undergarment makes it
easier to wear clothes, or to be comfortable with your body. I spoke with representatives from
the trans specialty shops Janet's Closet and Cross-Dress. Neither store's reps knew the history
of gaffs, but Stacy, the owner of Cross-Dress. She described how they're a safer alternative to
taping the genitalia, and informed me that she even has gaffs that have tubes and pouches to
hold the penis for optimum discretion. You can buy gaffs and other pieces of tucking gear at
trans specialty shops, or the family owned and operated Suddenly Fem. They offer the "Classic
Hiding Gaff," which is the standard, double lined panty meant to flatten the crotch area. Or you
could go for their "Sleek Contour Gaff," a slimmer, slingshot-style thong marketed toward more
adventurous tuckers. Though Suddenly Fem markets their products more toward cross
dressers rather than everyday women, their products can serve both populations. Whatever

tucking garment you pick, make sure the fabric is tight enough to hold everything together,
thick enough to cover any remaining bulge, and thin enough to feel comfortable beneath your
clothing. The penis basically needs to stay hard all the time or it will die. Spontaneous erections
refuel the cock constantly, so your dick never gets a chance to collapse. Along with superficial
practices like tucking, trans women take a combination of testosterone blockers and estrogen
to change the hormonal aspect of sex. Cross-sex hormones don't magically turn the penis into
a vagina, but it will become more feminine. Without testosterone the penis and testicles don't
function normally. Though some women fail to get hard, many still can. Most trans girls
experience far fewer spontaneous erections and typically stop producing semen. If you get
aroused, your penis will likely still get hard, but maybe not as hard as it used to get. It's
basically a way to level others' expectationsâ€”trans women are a diverse population of human
beings with a wide variety of personal relationships toward their bodies and transitions, and
everyone responds differently to transition. To tuck well, you must master proper technique and
acquire the right equipment, but it is important to look out for potential complications. For
instance, when you're tucked, you can't pee unless you want to use your ass as a toilet, so
make sure you've gone to the restroom before you tuck. Sometimes tucking can hurt the penis:
With the balls stuffed inside hot canals all day and the dick pulled backward, blood flow can be
constricted, which can damage tissue. Sometimes you're tucked and your dick gets hardâ€”it's
just the way it is. I've heard some girls say a proper tuck disables the penis' ability to become
erect, but I call bullshit. The tucked hard-on is a real phenomenon, and it's very painful. It can
also be oddly alluring. Many trans women have no shame about their genitalia; it may be an
important aspect of their sexual identity. A tucked hard-on is a funny fact of some people's
trans experience. When you think about it, there's nothing more romantic. Tucking is a
straightforward procedure. If done correctly, your clothing will fit better, your self-confidence
will grow, and you will potentially face less discrimination. But no matter how well you tuck, it
will eventually become uncomfortable. Like removing stiletto heels, nothing feels better than
untucking at the end of a long day. Both literally and metaphorically, tucked cocks will come
undone. The once immutable, biological barrier between genders may begin to blur. You'll find
yourself in transit, idly visualizing the sex change of those around you. It won't be hard to see
the other gender those people might have been, or could be. If you look closely, men merely
look like hardened women, and women like men unfettered by testosterone. It is as if we're
culled from the same source. Gender transition exemplifies the commonality between men and
women. Sex is a gesture, like a waving hand or a tucked cock. Its meaning is culturally defined
and alterable. We all have parts of ourselves that we tuck away to maintain a certain self-image
or to cater to other people's insecurities. As long as you're not hurting anybody, you ought to
be able to do whatever you want to your body without the judgment of the general public.
Society holds illicit and fantastical beliefs about transgender women, but those illusions cannot
hold. They've become as tight and constraining as an uncomfortable tuck. By signing up to the
VICE newsletter you agree to receive electronic communications from VICE that may sometimes
include advertisements or sponsored content. Sign In Create Account. This story is over 5 years
old. Are you ready to learn? August 27, , pm. Fingering the nuthole. Tuck your dick. Goldilocks
Cock. Tucking gear. T-girl dick death. Potential complications. Untucking your dick. Tucking is
defined by the Transgender Health Information Program as ways one can hide the penis and
testes, such as moving the penis and scrotum between the buttocks, or moving the testes up
into the inguinal canals. The inguinal canals make up the body cavity where the testes sit before
birth. Some people may also tuck for aesthetic purposes, for cosplay or drag. Tucking will allow
all these individuals to achieve a smooth appearance and hide any external genitals. Learn more
about talking to people who are transgender or nonbinary. Take a break, and return later.
Practice tucking a few times when relaxed and in a comfortable space at home before going out.
A gaff is a piece of fabric that flattens the lower body. Pantyhose can be found in most grocery
and department stores and will allow you to tailor the size of the gaff for your needs. Some
people may also use a panty liner before putting on underwear. Panty liners can be found in the
feminine care section of pharmacies or stores. This section is often near the family planning
section. The testes will slip back up into the inguinal canals. You can use two or three fingers to
guide them up to their corresponding canal. Next, you can tuck the scrotum and the penis. This
can be done and secured together with or without tape. You should be able to find medical tape
at your local pharmacy, or in the first aid section of most grocery and department stores.
Removing the hair can also help you avoid pain caused by the tape pulling hairs as you move
around. Once the testes have been secured in the canals, gently wrap the scrotum around the
penis and secure with medical tape. Keep one hand on the genitals to keep everything snug,
and tuck your genitals back between your legs and buttocks. Finish the tucking process by
pulling on a pair of tightly fitting underwear or a gaffe. You also run a higher risk of skin

irritation. The advantage to tape is that your tuck will be more secure and less likely to come
undone. Tucking without tape uses a similar process, but it may not be as secure as with tape.
Start by pulling on a pair of underwear or a gaff up to your knees or thighs. This will reduce
your risk of losing your balance during the final securing step. It will also make it easier to
secure everything in place. If this step restricts your ability to safely secure your genitals far
enough back, you can skip it. Next, secure the testes in the canals and then wrap the scrotum
snugly around the penis. Keep one hand on the wrapped organ, and pull it back between your
legs and buttocks. With your free hand, pull up the underwear or gaff and secure everything
with both hands. Once you feel confident that everything is secure, you can let go. Tucking
without tape allows for easier and faster access if you need to use the restroom while tucking.
You may have trouble re-securing into the same snugness after rearranging yourself, however.
The same patience and care that you use to tuck must also be practiced when you untuck. If
you used tape, carefully peel the tape away from the scrotum, and move the penis back to its
resting position. You can also use medical adhesive remover. You may need to rearrange
yourself. You may also experience some discomfort and slight pain. If you have a wider girth,
tucking can still work for you. You may need to spend a little more time securing the tuck,
however. You may also need to use a few more layers of medical tape when you secure the
scrotum to the penis, or a second layer of underwear to help achieve maximum smoothness.
Some risks that may occur are urinary trauma, infections, and testicular complaints. You may
experience some light symptoms of chafing from tucking. Always check for any open or
irritated skin before and after tucking to prevent infection. You can avoid damaging tissue and
muscle by never forcing or pulling hard on any part of your genitals while trying to tuck. You
should take breaks from tucking to prevent stress on the body. Most of the information comes
from personal accounts. You should feel comfortable talking with your doctor or another
medical provider about any concerns you have about tucking. You can also visit a transgender
community center. Kaleb identifies as queer, nonbinary, trans, mentally ill, a survivor of sexual
violence and abuse, and poor. Orchiectomy may be a first step in gender confirmation surgery
for transgender women. We explain what to expect from this procedure. Words can
unconsciously undermine transgender and nonbinary people, so being conscious of our words
and their affect is so important. And the community is stronger than ever beforeâ€¦. How can
words make a doctor's office a more inclusive, safe place for transgender people? Discover
how subtle changes can make a huge healthâ€¦. How long after exposure will STD symptoms
begin to show up? We review incubation periods for common STDs, the importance of early
diagnosis andâ€¦. Knowing when, where, how, and why you should get tested for an STI can
help you live a happy and healthy sexually active life. In recent years, functional foods have
generated quite a bit of hype within health and wellness circles. This article takes a closer look
at theâ€¦. Medically reviewed by Janet Brito, Ph. How to tuck How to untuck Safety Takeaway
What is tucking? Tucking may be used by people who identify as: trans women trans femme
gender nonconforming nonbinary agender Some people may also tuck for aesthetic purposes,
for cosplay or drag. How to tuck. How to untuck. Is it safe? Share on Pinterest. Read this next.
How to Be Human: Talking to People Who Are Transgender or Nonbinary Words can
unconsciously undermine transgender and nonbinary people, so being conscious of our words
and their affect is so important. What Are Functional Foods? All You Need to Know. Ryan
Henaghan in full attire as Philadelphia drag queen Mistor Fahrenheit. The world is full of
questions we all want answers to but are either too embarrassed, time-crunched or intimidated
to actually ask. In the spirit of that shared experience, we've embarked on a journey to answer
all of the questions that burn in the minds of Philadelphians -- everything from universal
curiosities What's it like to be shot wearing a bulletproof vest? Have a question you're dying to
have answered? Send an email to entertainment phillyvoice. Look, drag queens' junk doesn't
just smooth out on its own. There's a reason for -- and method to -- the feminine aesthetic that
comes with a drag queen when she's doing splits on stage or lifting a leg over a chair. How they
do it, though, is the perpetual mystery to the casual onlooker. We asked Ryan Henaghan, who's
performed in Philadelphia for three years as drag queen Mistor Fahrenheit , for an explanation.
Well, 'tucking' is when you pull your penis and [testicles] in different directions and put them in
unnatural places. But you put your [testicles] basically back where they were when they
dropped when you were 8 years old â€” or whenever they dropped â€” and put them back up in
[the inguinal canal]. Which, I was at first convinced that could not happen, but my husband
reassured me. You put them up there, pull the penis back, put on a makeshift gaff that holds
everything in place, and put on three pairs of tights. And everything ends up smoothing out.
And some queens will use duct tape to hold it back. A gaff , the way I did it, is you cut the elastic
band off a pair of underwear, and then cut the top off of a tube sock and put the elastic through
the tube sock so that there are two holes. Then you slip those through your legs and pull all the

way up, and it creates this kind of tight holding mechanism that holds it all in there. Oh, it is the
last thing that I do. I was going to ask about that. How do you pee in drag, especially since some
queens do two- or three-hour shows? Yeah, whenever I was tucked and had to pee, I would
always There was never a smooth transfer back into a nice, smooth tuck. Getting everything in
place. Making sure everything's not falling out. Not really. I would not push very hard. Give it a
try! Yes, every drag queen I know tucks. Queer ]. I wear a lot of tight dresses, so you can pretty
much always see my penis. I always say, 'I have a mustache, so I can do whatever I want. Any
other drag queen? Snatched -- it makes you feel like a snatched woman. So, if you want to be a
bulgy queen, you go be a bulgy queen. And you own it. Brandon Baker PhillyVoice Contributor.
Top Philly suburbs attracting homebuyers. Health trend: Fresh produce delivered. IBX to honor
outstanding nurses. Menu PhillyVoice. October 14, Infrequently Asked Questions: How do drag
queens 'tuck'? Lifestyle LGBT. And what does that involve? What point is this in the drag
makeup process? Does it take long to tuck? Has it ever come undone? So are you pushing
them up [when you're tucking]? Are you pushing hard? Do most drag queens tuck? Anything
you'd like to add? Government New Jersey to permit some fans at sports stadiums,
entertainment venues. Phillies Projecting the Phillies' Opening Day roster, version 3. Addiction
Has your alcohol consumption increased during the pandemic? Real Estate 5 Philly suburbs
attracting homebuyers in by. Real Estate Be ready to buy in â€” How Philly homebuyers can
prepare by. For sale! Natural light floods the space from oversized windows overlooking Walnut
Street. Listed by. All rights reserved. Over the weekend, famed drag queen Laverne Cox posted
this image of himself wearing a bathing suit on Instagram. The year-old actor's demonstrates
his "tucking" skills to perfection. A male friend, who happens to be heterosexual, saw this
image all over social media and called me to ask exactly how the "tucking" procedure is done.
Being a biological female, I have no experience in this area. So I searched the Internet for the
best explanation of the tucking procedure. Tucking is a technique that drag queens use to hide
their equipment while they perform onstage in skimpy outfits. There is always the danger of
their junk falling out while they maneuver from a handstand to a split. So to keep embarrassing
accidents to a minimum, drag queens use duct tape or surgical tape to keep everything secure.
In a males body there are two sockets wear the testicles can fit in, to tuck properly a drag queen
must get the jewels into the sockets, so that you can tape everything else down. If your going to
be using this method of tucking, it is recommended that you shave your pubic hair in order for
easy removal of the tape! Be careful not to hurt yourself with this. Take a piece of toilet paper
and wrap your shaft with it. This is an extra step that can be skipped. Below is a video that
demonstrates how to make a homemade "Gaff". That sounds painfull. So what if they get hard
once tucked? The duck tape keeps it under control? Lol this gave me a good laugh this
morning. Question, what happened when they want to pee??? Do you have to undo all of that
every time? What if you have a baby bladder? An important key to femininity is mystery.. Who
this post for MAN? Sandra do you think your heterosexual male friend will attempt tucking
himself. For research of course. It never fails on my off day these fawktards call me to work
from home Why did I answer my phone. These men want pussies so bad. Just in case you ain't
read it earlier, my granddaughter's son was the first born Jan 1, in Philly. Morning all seems like
forever since Ive been on. Sandra Bruce calling you now for tucking tips. Afiya not your great
grand son though. Congrats to you and your family! What she get. Thomas Gilbert Sr. The son,
Thomas Gilbert Jr. Chile, they gettin' old, not me. She ain't bother, they got a sprite woman as
the first, my granddaughter was like FOH, I know my baby was born for hern My
granddaughter's baby was born at a. What do your grandkids call you? That nigga is Tyler
Perry-ish babe. My son don't call my momma grandma; he call my step mom grandma. TMI
chile. I'm still mad at essence for putting him on the cover as a women. I'm sorry I felt some type
of way. Well if strippers can "tuck" their tampon string in to perform then Laverne doesn't
discuss her surgeries public. I'd be shocked if she isn't post-op by now. She's probably never
going to make as much coin as she's making now. She may as well invest it in herself. Umm my
question is.. Is it an accident or a happy coinkadink? I really can't believe trannys walk around
with tits and penises at the same time. They "tuck" so well, I thought most of them had the
surgery already. This is so crazy! Drag queen tucking : In a males body there are two sockets
wear the testicles can fit in, to tuck properly a drag queen must get the jewels into the sockets,
so that you can tape everything else down. Take a piece of duct ta
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pe or surgical tape and tape the penis back towards your anus. Get a nice tight pair of undies
on and Viola! No more penis. This method is great in case of a bathroom emergency, and will

help to avoid pop outs. Open Post: Black woman begs ghey men to stop turning out straight
men in Atlanta. Open Post: Unclockable Trans Alert. Good day Sandra. Good day! That sounds
painfull So what if they get hard once tucked? Time to Waste. Any who good morning yawl!
Congrats Afiya. Afiya not your great grand son though Just joshing! Cops break down door to
arrest man accused in fatal shooting of hedge-fund founder dad Thomas Gilbert Sr. Congrats
Afiya! Another Cap!!!!! Vanna is the root of all evil. Afiya u a great grandma wow congrats. Dont
mk me no nevermind. Nefertiti, edges kinky. Well she transgender so do she have parts I came
here to see what Man had to say :rofl Love it!!! Laverne cox is a transgender woman - she is not
a drag queen! Please use the proper pronouns. Laverne Cox is not a "him.

